Get oriented

Taking a break, entertaining the kids, or even for training videos at work, the Movies & TV app is the best way to watch on Windows 10.

- Make this menu narrow or wide
- Switch between types of content
- Sign in with your Microsoft account
  You'll see the content you own or are renting on your devices.
- Your movies from the Store are listed here
Can search be beat?
If you really love TV and needed your fix, like, yesterday, then no.

And if you really do love TV and movies...
You’re going to need more!

Your shows are listed here
The results will be conveniently categorized by type or how recent they are so you can find what you’re looking for even faster.
What’s the difference?
“Videos” are what you took yourself or the things you didn’t buy from the Store.

We’ll look in the likely local spots
If you have an external drive, let us know and we’ll look there, too.
Quick start: Movies & TV app

Ready, set...not quite yet

If you need to tweak the default settings, look for the link in the lower-left corner. You’ll be able to update your content, where it’s stored, and get to your account.

Get to Settings down here on any page

Save some space
Don’t need HD quality on your older phone? Maybe standard definition is all you need.

Have more than one device?
If you bought something, you can watch it multiple devices. If you rented, you can watch on just the device you used to rent it.

Account info over here

Light or dark?
“Mode” changes the background color. One mode might be easier to see than another (or just look cooler).